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The Russian government’s academic panel may revoke the Culture Minister’s PhD because
of errors and bias, the Kommersant newspaper reported on Tuesday.

Russia’s Higher Attestation Commission (HAS) previously submitted then withdrew
an application to strip Vladimir Medinsky of his doctorate in historical sciences. An anti-
plagiarism historian who filed the application labeled the minister’s dissertation unscientific,
replete with errors and “in some places simply absurd.”

The HAS will reportedly convene on Oct. 20 to decide whether to rescind Medinsky’s doctorate
from the Urals Federal University.

The reports emerged after the scholar, Ivan Babitsky, announced the HAS group’s support for
the application on Monday.

Kommersant, which gained access to the HAS’ official letter that was sent to the
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commission’s leadership, reported that errors in Medinsky’s dissertation are “off the charts.”

"Of course, any study can contain some shortcomings, mistakes, inaccuracies, misprints,“
Kommersant reported, quoting from the letter. “But they are off the charts in V.R. Medinsky’s
thesis, constituting a systematic, qualitative problem.”

Related article: Russian Culture Minister Slams 'Hysteria' Over Tsar Biopic 'Mathilde'

The HAS expert council found that even the title of the minister’s dissertation was
problematic.

The letter’s authors also accuse Medinsky of selectivity in supporting his thesis. As one
of several examples, he is faulted for debunking foreign accounts of alcohol abuse among
Russian priests while ignoring the Orthodox Church’s own recognition that the clergy
is gripped by this vice.

The HAS experts further say that Medinsky “reveals nothing new” in his dissertation
on subjective foreign depictions of Russia.

Medinsky on Monday declined to comment on the HAS group’s decision to back the
application, filed by anti-plagiarism volunteer organization Dissernet expert and Late
Renaissance specialist Ivan Babitsky.

The Ministry of Culture has previously called the opposition to Medinsky a politically-
motivated smear campaign.

Accusations of plagiarism have surrounded Medinsky since he assumed the ministerial post
in 2012.
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